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- A global forum for international transportation research
- Serving a multi-disciplinary set of researchers and specialists
- Geared to a broad-based audience for solutions-oriented information
- Meeting the needs of today’s world

Springer Science+Business Media is pleased to announce that it will publish the *International Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems Research* on behalf of ITS Japan starting 2010. First launched in print by ITS Japan as the *International Journal of ITS Research*, the journal will now be published in electronic format, available online only.

The *International Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems Research* aims to provide a global forum for the discussion of effective solutions for intelligent transportation systems, to meet the needs of today’s world. It is the only international platform to foster wide-ranging discussion across disciplines by bringing together a broad-based audience for solutions-oriented information and discussion. The journal serves a multi-disciplinary set of researchers and specialists in fields ranging from transportation, electrical, mechanical, and traffic engineering, as well as in policy planning, economics, and psychology. It reaches across disciplines to find solutions to the difficult issues surrounding the future transportation system and its impact on society.

The *International Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems Research* is the official publication of ITS Japan.

On the homepage of *International Journal of Intelligent Transportation Systems Research* at [springer.com](http://springer.com) you can

- Sign up for our Table of Contents Alerts
- Get to know the complete Editorial Board
- Find submission information